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While
e we are poin
nting out the obvious, we will note thatt market
perfo
ormance since
e the last wee
ek of July hass been challenging at
best. Last week, we provided our clients with
w
a report entitled
R
Check
k?” where we
e outlined the current
“Overreaction or Reality
d in particular on events lea
ading up
state of the marketts and focused
e market sell off, the U.S. economy
e
and the financial troubles
to the
of Eu
urope. Since that time, vola
atility has than
nkfully declined
d as the
market has processsed those inv
vestors who used the philossophy of
e, we felt the need to reacch out to
“sell now, think latter”. Therefore
c
again and
a
provide them with ano
other update on what
our clients
we’re
e witnessing an
nd what to exp
pect going forw
ward.
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The Federal Reserve Anno
ouncement
Last week was sup
pposed to be all about the market’s reacction to Stand
dard & Poor’s downgrade of U.S. debt fro
om AAA to AA
A+;
ever, that seem
ms like a dista
ant memory now
n
and only one of many issues or eve
ents influencing
g the market. Considering the
howe
down
ngrade and continued marke
et selling, therre was some speculation
s
tha
at the Federall Reserve wou
uld feel compe
elled to introdu
uce
new monetary policy to help sup
pport the marrkets. Some in
nvestors were calling it a po
ossible “QE3” (Quantitative Easing), but we
ed in our last report
r
that if th
he Fed announ
nced QE3 and
d it was essen
ntially the same as QE2, it would
w
be a futile exercise sin
nce
argue
mone
ey supply wass not the issue
e and that anyy quantitative easing
e
would likely result in higher comm
modity prices which
w
we feel a
are
the main
m
reason fo
or recent U.S. economic we
eakness. Than
nkfully, the Fed did not makke such an an
nnouncement and
a in fact did
dn’t
introd
duce any new monetary stim
mulus. But the
ey did state that interest rate
es would likelyy stay at their present level until mid-2013
3 at
the earliest.
e
This timeframe
t
is im
mportant beca
ause normallyy the Fed doe
es not put spe
ecific timeliness in their state
ements and th
hey
were sending a me
essage that ra
ates will remain low for a lon
ng time. This message can be interpreted in one of tw
wo ways as it ccan
w be weak for
f the foresee
eable future or
o 2) positive, as
be 1)) negative, ass the Fed is essentially sayying that economic growth will
will
mone
ey will remain cheap for at le
east two yearss. In the end, we
w believe the
e market tussle
e between low
w growth and cheap
c
money w
be wo
on out by cheap money as low borrowing
g rates should create a base
e upon which higher econom
mic growth can be achieved
d in
the co
oming years.
Let’s also rememb
ber that the Federal
F
Reserrve can not be
e relied on to
o solve all of the problemss in the United
d States. Wh
hile
etary policy is a key compon
nent to many of
o the econom
mic and financial challenges facing the U.S
S., our neighbo
ours to the south
mone
will also need smart fiscal policie
es to help accelerate growth
h going forwarrd. We believe
e the Fed hass done all it ca
an do for the time
g. Now focus must turn bac
ck to Washing
gton where politicians will ha
ave to find co
onsensus on how
h
they’re go
oing to formulate
being
policies that will crreate jobs and
d get people spending again
n. Unfortunate
ely, since the United
U
States is in a perpettual election, o
our
mart fiscal policy going forwa
ard are very lo
ow. Overall, we
w were happyy with the Fed’s announcement last Tuesd
day
expecctations for sm
as it helped set exp
pectations for monetary policy over the lo
ong term, but more
m
importan
ntly left the mo
oney supply alone as we ho
ope
U
economy will
w finally be allowed
a
to regroup on its ow
wn without cen
ntral bank interrvention.
the U.S.

Wha
at did the Fe
ed Announcement do for Canada
a and China
a?
Since
e the America
ans aren’t like
ely to raise rattes in the United States fo
or another two
o years, the Bank
B
of Canad
da is under le
ess
presssure to raise ra
ates in our cou
untry and since the Fed ann
nouncement la
ast week, the market
m
is no lo
onger pricing in a rate increa
ase
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for Canada for the remainder of 2011 and into 2012. Canada’s interest rate decisions are driven primarily by inflation, so we’ll
have to keep our eyes on those indicators, but as long as core inflation stays between the Bank’s 1% to 3% band, rate hikes in
Canada will not be in the cards for the foreseeable future. The Chinese will also likely feel less pressure to tighten monetary policy
if one of their biggest trading partners has low growth prospects in the immediate term to short term. Inflation in China is quite
high though at 6.5%, but that number may have reached a recent high as food and energy prices have retreated from their March
to April levels. Regardless, China may feel less pressure now to continue its monetary tightening and we could witness a pause in
rate hikes until the economic problems in the United States are allowed to sort themselves out. We’d also like to highlight that
recent monthly data out of China was relatively strong and the M2 money supply growth (inflationary) was less than expected,
which we feel are good signs that the Chinese economy is maintaining some momentum, and that can only be a good thing for
many commodity related equities in the long term.

U.S. Economy – A Double Dip Recession Unlikely at this Stage
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In our last note, we discussed recent weakness in the U.S.
U.S. Non-Farm Payrolls Employment (000s)
economy and focused in particular on higher commodity prices
600
earlier this year as the main cause of that slow down. We will
400
not rehash our remarks again, but instead will emphasize that
we believe the focus of every policymaker in the United States
200
8.75M Jobs Lost
should be job creation. Two things differentiate the recession of
0
2008 for Canada and the U.S. First, Canada did lose jobs, but
-200
has basically gained back all of them over the past couple of
-400
years. The United States unfortunately lost 8.75 million jobs
during the recession but only 1.94 million net jobs have been
-600
created since then, meaning 6.8 million Americans remain
-800
unemployed. Regaining these jobs over the next two years
-1000
would require monthly net job gains of 283,333…a tall order to
say the least! The other issue of differentiation is housing as
Canadian home values are about the same, if not higher today
Source: Bloomberg
than they were going into the recession while U.S. home values
have plummeted and remain very low in certain parts of that
country. We believe if you solve the employment problem in the U.S., you will indirectly help the housing concerns; therefore, job
creation will be the most important issue facing U.S. politicians in the coming months and into the next election.
There are ways to help create jobs in the U.S., but there must also be the political will to put those policies in place. Unfortunately,
the inefficient system of government in the U.S. is standing in the way of what should be an opportunity for effective bi-partisan
solutions. As is normally the case, U.S. politicians are not working for their constituents; they’re working for themselves and their
parties. With that said though, private jobs are still being created and there is still economic expansion taking place, albeit at a
slow place. The U.S. economy does not have a lot of excess that needs to be removed which is one of the reasons we normally
have recessions and there is all sorts of capacity for growth if the right fiscal policies are put in place. Therefore, we believe the
chances of a U.S. double dip recession at this time are still low.

Europe is Still the Major Problem Going Forward
We feel it’s important to repeat our thoughts on Europe from our last report where we noted that Europe is a much more important
issue for equity investors going forward when compared to debate over the U.S. debt downgrade or the possibility of a double dip
recession. Recessions are cyclical problems while debt problems are structural in nature and it takes a lot more time to solve a
structural problem than a cyclical problem. In recessions, there are stabilizers in the economy that make sure we go from
recession to expansion to recession and so forth. However, there are no automatic stabilizers that come into play when structural
issues need to be addressed. We also want to remind our clients that a resolution to the problems in Europe will be measured in
years. All that you have to do to understand this is think back to how Canada faced debt problems back in the 1990s. While it was
a difficult process to get our country back on track, we managed to get our books balanced, but not until after years of cut backs
and tax stimulus. Even more attention has been focused on Europe recently as problems in Italy and Spain appeared to escalate,
the health of some French banks was questioned and recent GDP reports show that even Germany is feeling the effects of lower
economic activity on the continent.
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What investors have to remember is that to solve the debt problems, the economy in Europe may get worse before it gets better.
As countries continue to implement austerity measures and cut investments to balance their books, their economies are going to
suffer as a result and we’re already seeing examples of that in the periphery. The same concerns exist for the United States as
they try to reign in their spending while trying to create jobs at the same time. The reason why Europe is more problematic than
the United States at this point in time is that a lot of European countries tend to own each other’s debt and there is only so much
money to go around the continent. While the European Central Bank (ECB) could print more Euros, the ECB recently raised
interest rates to fight off inflation and the printing of money would only exaggerate those inflationary concerns. While stock
markets may have calmed down somewhat over the past few days, we must emphasize that Europe will likely put the market
under pressure again in the coming months as leaders and bankers try to find a solution. It is conceivable that the European
situation could deteriorate further dragging down the U.S. economy, but in such a situation we believe there would be a global
effort to fix the European debt problem if European policy makers are unable to do it themselves. There is far too much at stake
globally, for the Americans and for countries such as China to see the European Union struggle economically, so we believe other
countries outside the continent would be willing to help if need be, but as a last resort.

Portfolio Positioning
In terms of portfolio positioning in this environment, our thoughts remain unchanged from last week. We still believe investors
holding a balanced portfolio should continue focusing on high quality, blue chip, dividend yielding equities as this market
uncertainty persists. For those investors that insist on looking at cyclical stocks right now, we would advise them to look at larger
cap names in this environment as smaller cap equities will likely remain very volatile. We also believe that investors with a
balanced portfolio should maintain some exposure to precious metals at this time. We recommend a position in gold itself or in
larger cap gold related equities, although be cognizant of price levels considering the recent run up in prices as investors looked
for a place to park cash. With respect to bonds, we would reiterate the views of our Bond Desk which are a preference towards
corporate and provincials over federal bonds and below benchmark duration as well as adding an allocation to high yield and
emerging markets.

Overall Thoughts
The global economy finds itself in a tricky position as it tries to stimulate growth while reducing investment at the same time.
There is no one correct answer or response to the debt problems faced in the United States and Europe. However, there are
solutions that can be implemented and can be effective as long as they’re accompanied by the political will needed to see them
succeed. Recent market performance has been uncomfortable and regrettable, but investors should expect volatility to persist as
the problems this market faces are far from over. With that said, there are still positives to take away from the market place which
make us feel better about prospects in the long term. .The health from our domestic economy, the prospects for growth in the
emerging markets and the capacity for the U.S. economy to grow if the right economic policies are put in place are all positives on
which long term investors can draw. Let us be clear, this process will unfortunately be slow. We will undoubtedly hit a few more
road blocks along the way, but if appropriate action is taken by bankers and policymakers in the immediate term then conditions
for a future pick up in economic growth will materialize in due course.

The opinions expressed in this report are the opinions of the author and readers should not assume they reflect the opinions or recommendations of
Richardson GMP Limited or its affiliates. The assumptions and opinions constitute the author’s judgment as of the date of this material and are subject to
change without notice. The ratings, projections and consensus information provided in this report is derived from a third party information provider, and
does not reflect the opinions and views of Richardson GMP Limited. The data presented was obtained from resources we believe to be reliable, however,
we do not warrant the completeness or accuracy of this material, and it should not be relied upon as such. The publication of this report is for information
purposes only and not to be construed as an offer to recommend and solicit to buy or sell securities.
Richardson GMP Limited, Member Canadian Investor Protection Fund. Richardson is a trade-mark of James Richardson & Sons, Limited. GMP is a
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